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Abst ract .  The six symmetry-related so-called 
magic strain tensors that  t rans form a f.c.c. 
lattice (or a b.c.c, lattice) into itself, which have 
been reported recently by Boyer [Acta Cryst. 
(1989), A45, FC29-FC32] are not unique: an 
infinite number of displacement tensors can be 
constructed that  t rans form one latt ice into 
another, or into itself. There is no connection 
with fivefold symmetry, other than that in any 
f.c.c, crystal. 
In a recent paper, Boyer (1989) describes the 
assignment of special values to the elements of 
an orthorhombic strain tensor, in order to obtain 
tensors (termed 'magic') that  can transform a 
f.c.c, or b.c.c, lattice into itself. Since the tensors 
are symmetr ic  with non-zero of f -d iagonal  
elements, it is convenient to use a different frame 
of reference, X'Y'Z' ,  in which the tensors are 
diagonal (the axes of Boyer's frame XYZ are 
aligned with the cubic axes of the crystal before 
deformation). As is easily verif ied, the unit  
vectors r--l(1,1,0), r--l(-1,1,0) and (0,0,1) (with r 
=X/2) are the eigenvectors of T [defined by 
Boyer's formula (1)], so T can be diagonalized by 
the similarity transform 
T' = R -1TR 
E 1-1 !1 R=r-1   1 
0 0 
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E T' = (a/ao)(1 + b) -113 0 ~2 0 0 
with ~1 = 1 +c ,  ~2-  l - c ,  and ~3--- (1 + b)/(1-c2). 
Apparently, in the new frame of reference, 
X'Y'Z' ,  T' represents homogeneous expansions 
~1, ~,2, :k3 in the X',  Y' and Z' d i rect ions ,  
respect ive ly ,  and an overa l l  expans ion  
(a/ao)(1 +b) -1/3. The or ientat ion of the f rame 
X'Y'Z' ,  relative to XYZ, follows from R: it is 
obtained by a c.c.w, rotation by 45 ° about the 
positive Z axis, i.e. the X' axis is in the original 
[110] direction. Since, on (110) planes, the atoms 
are arranged on a rectangu lar  grid with Y' 
spacing r- la o and Z' spacing ao (ao is the 
conventional lattice constant, cf. Fig. 1), it is 
clear that a 'magic' strain can be obtained by an 
interchange of these spacings. Accordingly, the 
Y' spacings hould be multiplied by r and the Z' 
spac ings  by r-1. So lv ing  the  equat ions  
(a/ao)(1 +b)-l132~i = 1, r, r-1 (i= 1, 2, 3), for a, b and 
c leads to the 'magic' values, given by Boyer. 
Obviously, the strained structure is identical to 
the original structure after a rotation by -4-90 °
about the [110] direct ion.  This operat ion is 
equivalent to the one given by Boyer - a 45 ° c.w. 
rotation about Z, followed by a 45 ° c.w. rotation 
about the new X - if it is realized that it is not 
unique: it may be followed (or preceded) by any 
point-group operat ion of the cubic la t t ice .  
Specifically, if it is followed by a 120 ° rotation 
about the threefold [l 1 l /  ax is  (e f fect ive ly  
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interchanging the three orthogonal axes), the 
quoted rotation is seen to be identical to the 
simple 90 ° rotation. The six [ll0] directions in 
the cubic la t t i ce  a l low six equ iva lent  
transformations.The exchange of atoms between 
coordination shells becomes apparent from Fig. 
1. It is c lear that ,  since close contact is 
transferred from rows to columns, the first 
neighbours in a row become second neighbours, 
and the second neighbours in a column become 
first neighbours, i.e., for example, two S1 go to 
$2, and vice versa. It is readily verified that the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the b.c.c, magic 
strain tensor are identical to those of the f.c.c. 
tensor ,  l i kewise  mere ly  descr ib ing  an 
interchange ofatomic Y' and Z' spacings in (110) 
planes. Indeed, a single strain tensor suffices to 
describe 'magic' strains in f.c.c, and b.c.c, lattices 
alike. 
There are many other ways to transform a f.c.c. 
l a t t i ce  into another  f.c.c, l a t t i ce  by a 
displacement tensor (the term displacement is to 
be preferred over strain, because the atomic 
shifts are not small, when compared to the 
equilibrium interatomic distance). Formally, the 
two-dimensional grid on any lattice plane can be 
transformed by homogeneous distortion into the 
grid on any other lattice plane; proper lateral 
shifts of successive planes and adjustment of the 
interplanar spacing will finish the operation. 
Apparently, this can be done in an infinite 
number of ways. In general, there will be no 
simple relation between the orientation of the 
frame of main axes of the strain tensor, and the 
crystal axes, however. As an example of other 
transformations, consider the diagonal tensors 
with elements r, I, r-1 and r 1/3, r 1/3, r--2/3 (X' Y'Z' 
frame). The first tensor corresponds to a f.c.c. --* 
f.c.c, transformation, in which (110) planes 
become (100) planes. The second corresponds to a 
f.c.c. --> b.c.c, transformation (requiring b = r-I - I 
and c=0,  i.e. the coordinates of the saddle point 
in Boyer's Fig. 1); with fixed volume (a=ao) the 
b.c.c, structure is in a state of compression that 
can  be relieved by setting a/ao=21/3(2/3)I/2"-- 
1.028. Consequently, the barrier height equals 
the difference in binding energy per atom of a 
f.c.c, crystal and  a b.c.c, crystal, 0.37e 
(Hirschfelder, Curtiss & Bird, 1967). Diagonal 
tensors A with elements 1/2,1,1 (X"Y"Z"  frame 
with X"  in the [111] direction) transform f.c.c. 
into simple cubic as well as simple cubic into 
b.c.c. Consequently, A2  is another f.c.c. --* b.c.c. 
tensor. 
Since only affine transformations have been 
considered, there can be no connection with 
fivefold symmetry,  as suggested by the author. 
Indeed, the angle acos(1/3)=70.53 °, which is the 
angle between close-packed (111) planes in the 
f.c.c, crystal, is close to 2rd5, which allows five 
equal ly  sized, but d i f fe rent ly  or iented ,  
tetrahedrally shaped f.c.c, crystals with close- 
packed faces to be arranged about a common 
edge, with neighbouring tetrahedra shar ing 
triangular faces (Ogawa & Ino,1972). 
In order to introduce fivefold symmetry in a 
single f.c.c, crystal, inhomogeneous distortions 
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Fig. I. (a) Atomic arrangement in two successive (I I0} layers 
ofa f.c.c, crystal. The view is down the [I I0] direction IX'). 
The atoms form close-packed horizontal rows (spacing 
r-la0), with a vertical (Z') spacing a 0. {b) The strained 
arrangement. The spacings of rows and columns are 
interchanged. The two arrangements are identical, if the 
atoms are unlabelled. The numbers identify the 
coordination shells of a central atom {'0'}. 
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have to be appl ied  that  t rans form a 
cuboctahedron  into an i cosahedron  
(Mackay,1962). The icosahedron, in turn, can be 
transformed into a f.c.c, cuboctahedron, ot 
necessar i ly  coinciding with the or ig inal  
structure, but related to it by a 2nn/5 rotation 
about one of the fivefold axes of the icosahedron. 
Since there are two ways to transform the 
cuboctahedron i to the icosahedron, it is clear 
that the relation with the original orientation of 
the f.c.c, cuboctahedron is lost after a few 
transitions. 
The physical significance of these transitions 
(if occurring at all) is restricted to crystals of 
submicroscopic size (possibly in the nucleation 
size domain), since the energy barrier connected 
with the icosahedral transition state becomes 
prohibitive beyond N---104 atoms (van de Waal, 
1989). 
FC7 
The physical mechanism, underlying the 
possible nucleation of fivefold symmetry in the 
l iquid,  has been suggested  by F rank  
(1952),whose ideas have found recent support in 
molecular-dynamics simulations (e.g. Jonsson & 
Andersen, 1988). 
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